
WITwork 
smarter



With the fastest lead time in the industry, SitOnIt Seating® offers 
high-quality seating that combines award-winning design with 
intelligent ergonomics. From healthcare to higher education, we’ve 
been the go-to destination for built-to-order seating since 1996. 

Born and bred in California, all of our key collections are designed 
in-house and rigorously tested for quality control, strength 
and durability. We make customization easy—our user-friendly 
ChairBuilder tool lets you design your dream chair with just a few 
clicks. With chairs, sofas and stools for every desk, space and  
environment, the possibilities are endless. 
 
Discover premium seating solutions—at a fraction of the price. 

WHO WE ARE

Custom-designed chairs, no waiting. Our lean manufacturing 
operation means we can ship built-to-order chairs in just 2 days. 
That means we can build the chair you want—and deliver it when 
you want it—at a price no one else can match.

OUR BUILT-TO-ORDER 
PROMISE

FASTEST SHIPPING 
IN THE INDUSTRY
Choose from 2, 5 or 10-day shipping. We cut lead time, sync orders 
and avoid off-schedule shipments at a rate our competitors just 
can’t match. From start to finish, we maximize efficiency in every 
single area—whether it’s sourcing and logistics or assembly and 
production.

CALIFORNIA
BORN

AND BRED

EST.1996
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-You need to be mobile. 

-You need to be comfortable.

-You need to be adaptable.

Gone are the days where you clock in, stay in your cubicle and clock out. Dynamic environments call for 
adaptable seating that adjusts seamlessly to your workflow and our Wit does exactly that. The mobile, 
comfortable design is inspired by the following truths we’ve noticed about how people work:

How
do we 
work?

TEXTILE: Electric Blue Mesh (back), SitOnIt Collection Spice Caraway (seat)
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WIT SIDE (NEW!) WIT STOOL WIT TASK

meet the
family

TEXTILES (LEFT AND RIGHT): Apple Mesh (back), SitOnIt Collection Spice Caraway (seat)
TEXTILE (CENTER): Apple Mesh (back), SitOnIt Collection Slide Nickel (seat)
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bring it
On any given day, you may be working in multiple places throughout the 
office. Stay quick on your feet—and ready for anything—with Wit’s easy-
grip, built-in pull handle.

SMOOTH OPERATOR 
Goodbye, bulky. Hello, lightweight. Both the mesh and Thintex-back 
models are extra light and designed for easy mobility.  

TEXTILE: Onyx Mesh (back), SitOnIt Collection Element Onyx (seat)
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FIND YOUR SWEET SPOT 
Good back support feels different for everyone. That’s why an easily 
adjustable lumbar mechanism comes standard on all of our models— 
so any Wit can become your Wit.

long meeting
friendly
Welcome to your new favorite conference room. Discover breathable, 
ergonomically crafted support that keeps you comfortably cool and an 
intuitive, swivel-tilt mechanism that adjusts as you shift positions.

TEXTILE: SitOnIt Collection Slide (in multiple colors)
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the new way  
to work
Today’s ever-changing marketplace calls for flexibility; teams 
need to be able to set up shop anywhere—and at any time. 
That’s why all of our Wit task models are easily adjustable so 
anyone can find a seat, settle in and get right to work.TEXTILES: Fog Mesh (back), SitOnIt Collection Element Lead (seat) 
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PERFORMS WELL UNDER PRESSURE  
The slim yet plush dual density foam seat cushion combined with the 
sloped design of the waterfall front edge help relieve pressure on the 
legs, promoting circulation and allowing you to sit comfortably for 
longer periods. So go ahead and take that long lunch. We got you.

meet our new
sidekick
A slimmer, stationary version of the task, our Wit Side is ideal for high-traffic 
settings like breakrooms and cafeterias. Thanks to its ultra-lightweight frame 
and identical built-in pull handle, you can swing it around and rearrange 
spaces easily to accommodate the constant flow of crowded areas.



Lemon Apple Aqua Ocean

Grape Tangerine Fire Electric Blue

Desert Fog Nickel Onyx
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color theory 101
With our user-friendly ChairBuilder tool, you can specify the exact look 
you want. Choose from 12 mesh back colors, 12 Thintex back colors and 
thousands of textile options for the upholstered seat. Additionally, choose 
from 9 plastic seat colors for the side chair model. 

Lagoon Chocolate

SlateSterling

Latte

Arctic

BlackNavyRed

WIT SIDE PLASTIC SHELL COLORSWIT FAMILY MESH/THINTEX COLORS
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built-in pull 
handle

breathable mesh or 
lightweight Thintex  
back options

slim, stackable frame

WIT SIDE WIT TASK

easily movable 
lumbar support

silver or black 
frame finish

black nylon or 
brushed aluminum 
base options

standard synchro, 
swivel-tilt or basic tilt 
mechanisms

fixed, height-adjustable  
or height/width  
adjustable arms

textured, easy-
grip arm pads

adjustable seat 
depth (optional)

THINTEX: THE TRIPLE THREAT  
 
THE FRONT: A design layer in breathable mesh or 
sleek Thintex fabric that’s easily cleanable and durable 

THE MIDDLE: A super-comfortable layer for that plush, 
pillowy feel 

THE BACK: A high-performance mesh layer that feels 
like memory foam and springs back for extra support

a closer look

upholstered or  
plastic seat

comfortable,  
rounded arm pads

HIGHBACK MIDBACKMIDBACK STOOL SIDE

TEXTILES: Ocean Mesh (back),  
SitOnIt Collection Slide Aqua (seat)PLASTIC: Fire Mesh (back), Red (seat)
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where you’ll find us
Your go-to search engine. An iconic surf brand. An LA-based, high fashion house. A sassy beauty 
and cosmetics boutique. What do all these offices have in common? Our Wit—customized down 
to the last detail for each environment’s unique needs. Versatile by design? We’d say so. 



specifications

MODEL 2221 FT1 MB  
SIDE CHAIR    

2222  
MIDBACK      

2223  
HIGHBACK

2222 S1/S2  
MIDBACK STOOL      

Overall Width Armless 19.25 26 26 27
Overall Width with Arms 22.5 26 26 27
Overall Depth 23 26 26 27
Overall Height 33.75 36.75 40.75 45.63/50
Seat Width 18.5 20 20 20
Seat Depth 16.25 17.5 17.5 17.5
Seat Height (mechanism)

Seat Height with Higher  
Cylinder (mechanism)

Seat Height with Higher  
Cylinder (mechanism)

(plastic) 18.07
(upholstered) 18.53

(F/T) 17.5-21.25
(B) 16.63-20.38
(F/E3) 17.75-21.5

(F/T) 19-22.5
(B) 18-21.5
(F/E3) 19-22.5)

(F) 15.63-18.68
(T) 15.5-18.5
(B) 15-18
(F/E3) 16-19

(F/T) 17.5-21.25
(B) 16.63-20.38
(F/E3) 17.75-21.5

(F/T) 19-22.5
(B) 18-21.5
(F/E3) 19-22.5)

(F) 15.63-18.68
(T) 15.5-18.5
(B) 15-18
(F/E3) 16-19

22 - 30/
26 - 36

Back Width 19.25 18.75 18.75 19
Back Height 17 19 23 18.75
Weight Armless (plastic) 14 lbs.

(upholstered) 15.5 lbs.
30 lbs. 31 lbs. 28.5/29.5 lbs.

Weight with Arms (plastic) 18 lbs.
(upholstered) 19.5 lbs.

36 lbs. 37 lbs. 34.5/35.5 lbs.

COM .9 yds. 1.1 yds. 1.1 yds. 1.1 yds.

COL 13 sq. ft. 20 sq. ft. 20 sq. ft. 20 sq. ft.

Weight Capacity 300 lbs. 300 lbs. 300 lbs. 300 lbs.

 Dimensions are in inches. 

For more information, please visit us at sitonit.net • tel (888) 274-8664 • fax (714) 995-4855 • sales@sitonit.net • 6415 Katella Avenue, Cypress, CA 90630
SitOnIt, Thintex and Wit are trademarks or registered trademarks of Exemplis. ©2017 Exemplis.  Form No. C986  03/17 5K   Printed in USA. 

MODEL EMPTY
STACKING CART

STACKING CART 
WITH 4 CHAIRS

Overall Width 25.5 25.5
Overall Width Armless 25.5
Overall  Width with Arms 25.5
Overall Depth 30.5 32.5
Overall Height 12.5 50.5
Weight 50 lbs.

 Dimensions are in inches.
	 Side	chair	stacks	4	both	on	the	floor	and	on	the	optional	cart.

FRONT	COVER	TEXTILE:	Apple	Mesh	(back),	SitOnIt	Collection	Pop	Apple	(seat)




